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ABSTRACT

Audio-to-score alignment aims at matching a symbolic representation
(the score) to a musical recording. A key problem in this application is
the great variability of audio observations which can be explained by
a single symbolic element. Whereas most previous works deal with
this problem by training or heuristic design of a generic observation
model, we propose the adaptation of this model to each musical piece.
We exploit a template-based formulation of the observation model
and we investigate two strategies for the adaptation of the templates
using a Hidden Markov Model for the alignment.

Experiments run on a large dataset of popular and classical piano
music show that such an approach can lead to a significant improve-
ment of the alignment accuracy compared to the use of a single
generic model, even if the latter is trained on real data.

Index Terms— music processing, audio-to-score alignment,
model adaptation

1. INTRODUCTION

Audio-to-score alignment aims at the synchronization of a musical
recording and its corresponding score. This task can lead to multiple
interesting applications, such as multi-modal browsing of musical
pieces [1] or score-informed source separation [2, 3].

The alignment process usually uses an instantaneous matching
measure evaluating the match between each element of the audio and
the score. These measures are then combined with possible structural
constraints, to obtain the aligned sequences. Regarding the design of
the matching measure, the main difficulty is the diversity of timbres
that can correspond to a single element of the score [4].

To overcome this problem, many studies exploit audio repre-
sentations designed to be robust to timbre changes, such as chroma
representations [5, 6]. Other types of information have also been
exploited, such as note onsets [7] or tempo information [8, 9].

Some works use a prior learning of the observation model, with
statistical [10–12] or template-based approaches [13,14]. In the latter
approach, a template is built for each symbolic element, as the super-
position of single-note templates. The drawback of this solution is
the need for training data for all the encountered instruments. Hence,
many systems resort to heuristic forms [5, 15]. A learning of generic
templates has recently been investigated [16,17], operating a trade-off
between the timbres of the training database. However, it could be
beneficial to use templates adapted to the very recording which is
processed, so as to precisely model the instruments involved. To our
knowledge, this approach has only been explored in [18], where the
latent variables of a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) are estimated on
each musical piece using a nonparametric Bayesian method. How-
ever in such a method, the number of unknown parameters, and thus
the complexity, is very high.

In the present paper, we investigate strategies for the adaptation
of the observation model, in the framework of a template-based
matching measure. Hence, this method can benefit from a generic
learning approach and further refine the matching measure on each
particular recording with a limited complexity. We evaluate the
effectiveness of our approaches with two different alignment systems,
on a large database of popular and classical polyphonic music. The
results show that the adaptation procedure improves the precision of
the alignments, compared to the initial generic templates.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the template-based
model is presented in Section 2 and two adaptation approaches are
detailed out in Section 3. We evaluate the proposed approaches in
Section 4, before suggesting some conclusions and discussing the
relation with prior work.

2. OBSERVATION MODEL

As mentioned above, audio-to-score alignment requires a quantitative
measure of the match between each element of the score and the
recording. As in [17, 19], the score elements are the concurrencies,
defined as the largest units of constant content (in terms of notes) in
the score. The audio representation consists of some time-frequency
representation such as chromagram or semigram [16]. With these
representations, one can assume that the feature vectors extracted
from the superposition of several notes are (approximately) equal to
the superposition of the corresponding single-note vectors.

Hence, one can build a template vector corresponding to any con-
currency of a musical score, from a set of single-note template vectors.
Let W be the matrix whose columns are the single-note templates of
all possible pitches. Since it can be considered as realizing a mapping
from the symbolic domain to the observation domain, this matrix is
called mapping matrix. For a concurrency c, we can define hc as the
vector whose components correspond to the number of notes of each
pitch. We can then define the concurrency template uc = Whc.

The matching measure can be calculated as a simple distance
between the concurrency template and the actual observation vector.
The value of this measure f(vn, c), comparing an observation vn to
a concurrency c is then defined as:

f(vn, c;W) = D (vn,Whc) , (1)

where D(·, ·) is some distance of dissimilarity function.
The formulation of (1) can also be found by assuming a genera-

tive model similar to [20]. In this model, we assume that components
v(i) of the observation vector, given that a note of pitch j is played,
follow independent Poisson distributions, whose parameters are the
elements Wi,j of the mapping matrix. Furthermore, we assume
an additive model, where the observation vector is the sum of inde-
pendent random vectors corresponding to each played single note.
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Then, the conditional probability of an observation, given that the
concurrency c is played, can be written as

P (V |c;W) ∝ e−f(c,V ;W), (2)

where f is here a particular case of the matching measure of (1) using
the generalized Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence as the dissimilarity
function. This divergence is defined as

DKL(x‖y) =
∑
k

xk log

(
xk
yk

)
− xk + yk. (3)

3. ADAPTATION OF THE MAPPING MATRIX

Before detailing the approaches for the adaptation of the templates
to each musical recording, we first define the alignment model used
in the adaptation process. We exploit an HMM model, where the
hidden states represent the concurrencies played at each time frame.
For complexity reasons, we choose a prior model similar to the
Markovian model of [8], which only constrains the concurrency
sequence to follow the same structure as in the score. We assume that
the concurrencies are numbered in the order in which they appear
in the score. The transition probabilities from concurrency c to
concurrency c′ is defined as:

pc,c′ =


1
2

if c′ = c
1
2

if c′ = c+ 1

0 otherwise,
(4)

and the initial probabilities force the initial state to be the first concur-
rency of the score (representing an initial silence). The observation
model used is defined in (2).

3.1. EM-Based Adaptation

The first adaptation strategy aims at estimating the optimal mapping
matrix W according to the Maximum Likelihood (ML) criterion. Let
V1:N = V1, . . . , VN be the sequence of observations. The optimiza-
tion problem is:

Ŵ = argmax
W

P (V1:N ;W) (5)

where P (V1:N ;W) is the marginal probability of the observation of
the HMM. However, since this criterion is not convex, we exploit the
well-known Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [21]. This
corresponds to an iterative procedure, in which the mapping matrix is
updated according to

W← argmin
W′

N∑
n=1

E
[
f(Cn, Vn;W

′)
∣∣∣V1:N ;W

]
(6)

where Cn is the random variable representing the concurrency at
frame n and E[·|·;W] denotes the conditional expectation calculated
by the HMM model using the parameter W. The auxiliary function
to be minimized can be easily calculated using the forward-backward
algorithm. Furthermore, the auxiliary function is convex if the dis-
similarity function D of (1) is convex, which is the case with the KL
divergence. As the gradient and Hessian matrix can be easily calcu-
lated, we use a Newton-based optimization strategy, which locally
minimizes the quadratic Taylor approximation of the cost function.

The whole procedure can be iterated until convergence. This
algorithm is proven to make the criterion (5) decrease. However,
it is known to be sensitive to initialization. Thus, we initialize W
with a generic mapping matrix, estimated by the supervised learning
strategy of [17].

3.2. Viterbi-Based Adaptation

The second adaptation approach consists first in decoding the HMM
in order to find the optimal concurrency sequence, knowing the ob-
servation sequence. Then, a supervised learning approach can be
employed, using the decoded concurrencies as ‘ground-truth’. The
decoding of the model is performed using the Maximum A Posteriori
(MAP) criterion, employing the initial value of the mapping matrix
W. The optimal sequence Ĉ1:N is then defined as:

Ĉ1:N = argmax
C1:N

P (C1:N |V1:N ;W) (7)

and can be computed by the Viterbi algorithm [21]. The mapping
matrix is then updated using the following rule:

W← argmin
W′

N∑
n=1

f(Ĉn, Vn;W
′). (8)

This update procedure is similar to the one used in [22] for score-
informed source separation. As in the previous case, the objective
function is convex if the dissimilarity function is convex. The same
optimization algorithm as in this case is used. Note that this adapta-
tion procedure can also be seen as an approximate version of the EM
algorithm, where the states of the decoded concurrency sequence are
assumed to concentrate all the posterior probability. However, there
is no guarantee that the criterion (5) increases.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Experimental Settings

We test our adaptation approaches on three types of audio represen-
tations. The first is the Power Spectrogram (PS), derived from a
short-time Fourier transform calculated over 100 ms windows. In or-
der to reduce noise due to percussion in the high and low frequencies,
we only exploit the frequencies between 100 Hz and 3.6 kHz [17].

The second representation, called semigram (SG) [16], is a spec-
trum representation with a logarithmic frequency scale corresponding
to semitones (12 bins per octave). We calculate this spectrum as mag-
nitude of a Constant Q Transform (CQT) [23]. Similarly to above,
only frequencies between 100 Hz and 3.6 kHz are considered.

Finally, the third representation is the chromagram, or Pitch Class
Profile (PCP). It is a 12-component vector representation correspond-
ing to the spectral energies of the 12 musical pitch classes. We
compute the chromagram according to Zhu’s method [24].

In our tests, we compared two dissimilarity functions: The
first is the generalized KL divergence of (3) and the second is the
symmetric version of this divergence, defined as DKLs (x, y) =
DKL(x‖y) +DKL(y‖x). Although the latter function loses the gen-
erative interpretation of Section 2, we found that it led to a better
accuracy. Thus, the results are here presented for the symmetric
dissimilarity function.

The database used in this work consists of 59 classical piano
pieces (about 4 h 15 min) from the MAPS database [25, 26] and 90
songs (about 6 h) from the RWC popular music database [27, 28].
The ground-truth is given by aligned MIDI files. 50 pieces (20 from
MAPS and 30 from the RWC corpus, 220 min) are used for the learn-
ing of the generic mapping matrix. The test set is composed of the
remaining pieces, which are to be aligned with tempo-modified ver-
sions of the annotation scores1. The alignment accuracy is measured

1The list of the pieces in training and test sets can be found on http:
//www.openaudio.eu/Joder13-OLR.zip
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(a) Original (b) After one EM iteration

Fig. 1. Effect of the adaptation on the mapping matrix for the semigram (SG) representation. The grayscale is the same for both matrices. Here,
the adaptation is performed on a the piano piece MAPS_MUS-grieg_butterfly_ENSTDkAm from the MAPS dataset.

(a) EM Adaptation (b) Viterbi Adaptation

Fig. 2. Comparison of the mapping matrices obtained after one update iteration on the song no. 54 of the RWC-pop dataset, for the Power
Spectrogram (PS) representation. The grayscale is the same for both matrices.

by the alignment rate, defined as the proportion of concurrency on-
sets which are detected less than a threshold θ away from their real
onset time. The test set contains about 120 000 onsets. We choose
θ = 100 ms for a precise evaluation of the alignments.

4.2. Adapted Mapping Matrices

Figure 1 displays an example of adapted mapping matrix for the SG
representation. The learning process of the original matrix involves
a smoothing procedure over the ‘neighboring’ pitches, for a better
generalization property. However, in our case generalization is not
necessary and the estimated templates match the observations of the
specific recording. In particular, only the notes appearing in the piece
are updated, which explains the ‘uneven’ look of the adapted mapping
matrix. An ‘artifact’ of the adaptation is visible on the template of
pitch 38 (D1), which exhibits a strong energy on a higher frequency
bin, which corresponds to the fundamental frequency of pitch 78
(F#4). A closer look reveals that the note D1 only appears twice in
the pieces, and both times in conjunction with the note F#4. Hence,
although the updated template does not capture the real spectral shape
of the isolated note, it complies with the actual audio content.

In Figure 2, the results of both adaptation strategies on the map-
ping matrix of the power spectrogram representation are compared.
In this example, the matrices are adapted to a pop song containing a

strong percussion part. This is visible in both matrices, where many
updated note templates capture wide-band spectral shapes. One can
see some differences between both estimated mapping matrices, espe-
cially around pitches 80 to 90 where the Viterbi adaptation seems to
be more affected by noise-like percussive spectra. While this is hard
to interpret, it could be explained by the ‘hard decisions’ taken by the
Viterbi algorithm as opposed to the calculation of state probabilities
in the EM algorithm. Hence, the latter estimation takes into account
several possible positions for the update of each note and thus it is
less sensitive to these local ‘noisy events’.

4.3. Alignment with a Hidden Markov Model

We now evaluate the benefit of the adaptation on the alignment ac-
curacy. In this experiment, the model used for the alignment is the
same HMM as in the adaptation step. For each piece, the alignment
is performed by decoding the HMM with the Viterbi algorithm in
the same manner as in Subsection 3.2. Note that this system is not
expected to provide very accurate alignments, since no duration con-
straint is taken into account. It is rather intended to emphasize on the
differences between the observation models.

The influence of the adaptation on the alignment rate is repre-
sented in Figure 3, as a function of the number of iterations. We limit
the experiments to three iterations of the adaptation algorithms, since
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Fig. 3. Alignment with the Hidden Markov Model: alignment rates
as a function of the number of adaptation iterations.

Algorithm HMM DTW
Adaptation none EM (1 it.) none EM (1 it.)

PCP 58.4% 66.2% 68.2% 70.5%
SG 68.2% 73.4% 74.0% 76.6%
PS 69.9% 75.8% 75.1% 77.7%

Table 1. Influence of the adaptation (after 1 EM iteration) on the
alignment rates. The 95% confidence intervals (computed for i.i.d.
Bernoulli samples) are smaller than 0.3%.

no real improvement is obtained after that. With both adaptation
methods, the accuracy increases after the first iteration. This indicates
that adaptation is an efficient approach to enhance the alignment
quality, whatever the audio representation.

While the performance remains constant or even slightly im-
proves with further iterations of the Viterbi adaptation, the accuracy
degrades with the EM algorithm. This is explained by the ‘soft
decisions’ mentioned in the previous subsection. Indeed, the EM
algorithm updates all the note templates using each audio observation.
Even if the contributions are weighted by the state probabilities, this
performs a smoothing of the estimated templates. Thus, increasing
the likelihood of the generative model with several EM iterations can
actually degrade the discriminative power of the observation model.
However, this algorithm proves useful since for all the tested repre-
sentations, the best results are obtained with a single EM iteration.

4.4. Alignment with Dynamic Time Warping

For an evaluation in a more realistic setting, we perform another set
of experiments, using the same alignment strategy as in [5]. The
score is first converted into a template sequence, and the alignment
is then calculated by the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm.
Similarly to the previous model, the local cost function employed in
the DTW is given by the symmetric KL divergence. This method
is expected to show better results than the HMM, since it takes into
account the concurrency durations indicated in the score for the
creation of the template sequence.

Table 1 summarizes the influence of the adaptation process on
the alignment accuracy. As expected, for every considered setting,
the present system outperforms the HMM model. As in the previous
case, the adapted templates lead to significantly higher scores than
the baseline model, indicating that this improvement does not depend
on the alignment strategy.
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Fig. 4. Alignment with the Dynamic Time Warping algorithm: align-
ment rates as a function of the number of adaptation iterations.

The alignment rates are displayed in Figure 4 as a function of the
number of iterations. These experiments exhibit the same tendencies
as previously. The only difference in the relative behavior of the two
systems is observed for the EM adaptation of the Power Spectrogram
representation. In this case, the alignment rate continues to improve
after the first iteration. This is explained by the implicit temporal con-
straints introduced in the DTW algorithm. Indeed, the DTW favors
alignment paths which correspond to the temporal indications of the
score and the loss of discriminative power can then be compensated
by the temporal priors.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described an approach for the refinement of audio-to-
score alignment by adapting the observation model to each particular
musical piece to be processed. We exploited a template-based model,
which allowed for a simple formulation of the adaptation procedure
as the estimation of a mapping matrix. Two criteria were proposed
for this estimation and we evaluated their influence on the alignment
precision on a large database of popular and classical polyphonic
music. These experiments exhibited a significant improvement of
the accuracy with the adapted model compared to the initial generic
templates. Furthermore, these improvements were observed on all
the tested settings, which indicates that it is independent of the audio
representation used, as well as the alignment strategy used.

This work opens several perspectives for improvement. First, one
could imagine different criteria for the adaptation of the mapping
matrix, for example by constraining the modifications of the estimated
templates in order to limit the effect of the percussion. The mapping
could also be made instrument-dependent, so as to capture the timbral
characteristics of each instrument. Finally, one could imagine to
‘adapt the score’ to the recording. For example, the intensities and
actual lengths of the notes indicated by the score could be estimated,
for the analysis of a musical performance.

6. RELATION TO PRIOR WORK

The work presented here has focused on the learning of the obser-
vation model for audio-to-score alignment. Most previous studies
rely on a prior training of this model, which can be instrument-
specific [10–14] or generic [16,17]. However, these methods requires
relevant training data, which are not always available. Maezawa et
al. [18] jointly estimate the alignment and a parametric observation
model on each recording. While we adopt a similar approach, the
present work capitalizes on a significantly less complex template-
based model.
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